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28/01/2015 

UPDATE OF PROGRESS ON CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES IN OBBITU CHILDREN 

HOME  

The site selection and commencement of work started in middle of August 2014. The workshop 

and family 3 houses are about 80% complete. The service bay has just started, specific buildings 

are as follows 

1. Workshop not completed 

A) Internal skirting of the floor and the walls 

B) Painting of the windows and the main door 

C) Fixing of the permanent vent in the office of the workshop. 

2. Service Bay 

A) 2m away from the wall of the workshop 

B) Measurement of 1m width X 4m length X 1.6M in depth. 

C) Only digging of the pit was started 

3.  Access road to the workshop 

1. The road coming from the roundabout can only lead to the pavement/ veranda of the 

workshop. One cannot access the service bay from the roundabout way. Secondly a 

road passing in front of the green house store and turning right to the service bay 

according to Bonaya. This will be agreed upon Dr. pino’s arrival 

4. Family 3 house 

1. Painting last oil paint coat not done 

2. Ceiling not fixed but ready 

3. Window panes not complete 

4. Kitchen floor not complete 

5. Painting not done 

6. Drainage not done 

7. Soakage  not yet dug  

8. Washroom half wall for privacy not yet constructed 

9. Curtains for the shower rooms not fixed 

10. Washing trough not constructed 

5. Compound for family 3.  



1. Perimeter fence line not yet marked 

2. Compound not yet cleared 

CONCLUSION 

The worked is on progress and continuing. Bonaya has to explain himself why the slow pace of 

the work as agreed upon. We shall not pay him the balance of 661,000/= until to the satisfaction 

of Dr. pino. We are providing continuous monitoring and supervision. We agree the work was 

expected to complet by end of December 2014 but that was not the case. 

Thanks  

Gufu Guyo 

CIPAD 

 

 

 

 


